
Welcome to “How To Thatch A Tiki Top” by Tikimundo.com and the fine folks at  
Mariner's Cove in Punta Gorda, FL.  Round, Square or Rectangle, the process is the same   

You will first insert the thatch into the rail. For demonstration purposes 
you will lay the thatch piece with the ridge of the rail facing up and the 
rail with the ridge up. The same as Sue and a couple friends are doing 
here. 



You then turn the leaf over so the fingers are sloping down and fold the leaf so that the rail is on 
top and the finger tips are facing down. 



Trim your palm leave at the hips like 
Bob and several  of his friends. 



You are now ready to screw the thatch to the frame 



Dura-Thatch is installed with rails: 1 m.(3’) long rail (1 leaf/rail) or 3 m.(9’) long (3 
leaves/rail) . Over lap the  3 m. (9’)long rails by 5 cm. Start at the bottom and 
work you way completely around you frame  and work your way up. 



At a rail junction, you must create an overlap of a minimum of 5 cm (2”) between  
the leaves on he new rail to the leaves already installed on the first rail. 















Pages 13 thru 21 demonstrate how to make hips from palm 
leaves and show the hips being installed on the aluminum frame. 
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